
 

 

Goitse 4 - 10h45 - 15/05/2019 – At 2’ 

1 Goitse so what I normally do:: (.) is (.) uhm (..) ∙hhh when I wanna like speed up time 

or when I’m a bit lazy to read (..) ∙hhh uh::m I would just uhm agh now it’s 

starting actually [beep of application] (…) ∙hhh uhm (.) >I would just like< (.) st- 

uhm >like you know< do a (.) text to speech (…) >I mean< (..) is it speech↑ to 

text  

2 (0.7)  

3 Researcher yah 

4 Goitse uh::m I find that like e::- I find that much more easier [beep of application] 

so:: it will go:: something like this (….) uhm [reads out loud to tablet] 

<developing a strategy vision> 

5 Researcher how’s to take a screencap from your i-pad there as well 

6 Goitse ok[ay 

7 Researcher take a ph- pho- like a maybe I (.) I I I can’t take a picture because I’m recording 

 […]  

8 Goitse okay so let me just like do this (beep of i-pad) uhm <(.) top management’s 

view of (.) uh (.) and conclusions (.) about the company’s (…) long term 

direction (..) and what (…) products (..) market customer business mix seems 

to (.) opt- (…) seems optimal (.) for the road ahead (.) constitute a strategic 

vision (..) for the company> 

9 Researcher right okay cool so this is int- basically notes  

10 Goitse yeah this is (.) literally just notes this is how (.) I do my notes sometimes [beep 

of application] 

11 (0.9)  

12 Researcher coo::l 

13 Goitse myeah 

14 (0.8)  

15 Researcher wow what are the advantages and disadvantages for you °do you think 

16 Goitse so the disadvantages is that uhm: (….) so (….) so like in::: (….) 2017 (..) for the 

first time (.) I figured that uhm (.) typing notes ∙hhh is actually much more 

faster than writing notes ∙hhh a::nd I’ve always had a like a I’ve always had a 

problem of like I was much more slower when I was writing 

17 Researcher  uhm uhm 

18 Goitse a::nd uhm I remember in Matric I had to get extra time (..)  

19 Researcher yeah that’s true yeah yeah yeah 

20 Goitse yeah yeah so:::: uhm:::: my whole varsity yeah I was still writing unti::l one 

day I was like extremely pressured ∙hhh a:nd I had to type out my notes uh I 

had to type out like my notes my study notes (..) on the e- lecture slides and I 

found that most effective ∙hhhhh so:: (..) from there I figured that if I were to 

type my notes I’d finish much faster and (…) once I started typing my notes (.) 



 

 

on my laptop ∙hhh it was amazing like it wa::s like I was moving a::nd I was 

moving moving moving moving ∙hhh 

21 Researcher that was typing your notes (.) [on your laptop 

22 Goitse [yeah typing my notes on my laptop once- 

23 Researcher [so how did yo- so how y- did you do that so like you’d look at your sc- you’d 

look at your:::: 

24 Goitse my text book (….) [so I’d look at my text book 

25 Researcher [yeah (…) your paper text book 

26 Goitse yeah my paper text book (….) [and the- 

27 Researcher [this is like in first year right 

28 Goitse uhm no no this is actually in (.) third year 

29 Researcher oh right okay [cool 

30 Goitse yeah so first year I was still writing second year I was still writing but I never 

finished my notes I never finished the scope  

31 Researcher right 

32 Goitse never (….)∙hhh bu::t once I started typing (…) uhmm (..) I used to finish I’m I 

remember like (.) uhm last year (..) this time (..) during the month of May (…) 

all my notes were done (..) everything was done (.) I had nothing else to do  

33 (0.6)  

34 Researcher c:ool 

35 Goitse [soo::: 

36 Researcher [and how were you tying on a keyboard or:: 

37 Goitse [clicks] yeah on my laptop 

38 Researcher on your laptop 

39 Goitse yeah on my laptop (…) so:: now uhm::: (..) there were days where I’d become 

th- then second semester of last year there were days where I’d like (…)∙hhh 

uhm have to go to Jo’burg there’s som- like I need and there’s a party to go 

to:: (…)∙hhh so:: I’m under pressure and I started figuring out that if I ty- if I if I 

if I (..) uhm use the (…) uhm voice to text (…)∙hhh like I would take instead of 

taki:ng six hours of typing a chapter 

40 Researcher yeah 

41 Goitse uh::m I’d literally compress it down to two hours 

42 Researcher °that’s a lot of time saved° 

43 Goitse so::: two hours:: and then I would like tha- those are my notes and that’s 

there and then a::nd all I have to do after typing my notes is once I’ve got my 

notes on my: (.) laptop (..)∙hhh I make sure first that I (.) put them on the 

cloud so: uhm (..) you know that Microsoft One Drive 

44 Researcher uh ha 

45 Goitse so I use the […] one (..) the Microsoft One Drive (.) a:nd (..) all my notes are 

there so:: wherever I go I remember (…)∙hhh like that day I was typing no:tes I 



 

 

ut them on the drive and on the way to the Gautrain I started like (.) you know 

editing my notes on the Gautrain with my I-Pad 

46 Researcher ah […] (..) awesome 

47 Goitse so:: [laughs] so:: uhm (..) so:: like (..) I found that like very effective I found 

that very very very efficient and (…) I mean (.) it didn’t compromise my marks 

(…) like because I I’ve (..) then I figured (.) that (..) uhm (…) it’s not the whole 

typing that makes me pass (…)∙hhh it’s actually revising my notes (..) like (…) 

thoroughly and continuously (…)∙hhh that actually makes me like (.) li- like- 

that that helps me perform at my (.) at my best 

 


